Library Director’s Report – November 2020
Summary of Hybrid Statistics
Event/Service

Usage/Attendees

Digital library cards

25

Physical library cards

17

Website views

4,238

Total phone support (English and Spanish)

315

Email support

172

Facebook reaches

5,779

Instagram views

500

Zoom programs

31 events, 184 attendees

Digital programs (non-Zoom)

35 events, 102 activity kits distributed

Meet with the Social Work intern

7

BookFix (Reader’s advisory)

0

Electronic circulation: Hoopla

687

Electronic circulation: eBCCLS

Not yet available as of 12/3

Physical circulation

Adult (all media types): 3,132
Teen (all media types): 283
Children’s (all media types): 2,113
Total: 5,528

Newsletter links:
Adult Newsletter - https://conta.cc/35BUsFa
Open Enrollment Email - https://conta.cc/38VOOPZ
Children's December Newsletter - https://conta.cc/3lJV5C7
Teen November 1 - https://conta.cc/3oKh3Xu
Teen November 2 - https://conta.cc/3k26nzJ
Teen November 3 - https://conta.cc/36tlxtb
Teen November 4 - https://conta.cc/36PRgF1

ADULT PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Reports by Cathy Folk-Pushee unless otherwise mentioned
Tell me a story-Online storytelling hour
It was a small group that met for the second iteration of this new program. However, the stories and
the conversations were fantastic. Stories ranged from childhood memories to lost loves to
supernatural occurrences. All were very touching and well told. I will keep cross promoting this
program at my other library events in order to build up a larger audience.
DIY gratitude calendar (Valerie)
Valerie, the library social work intern relayed to me that she was thrilled with how her second program
turned out. Many of the participants were usuals at my craft programs, but there were some new
faces as well. Valerie was impressed with the creativity of the group and how they encouraged and
complimented each other on their progress.
Hackensack Creates: Beaded birthstone pendants
While the actual putting-together of this project went well and was very enjoyable, there were some
logistical issues with the craft kits. Some participants found that items from, or their entire kits, were
missing. From now on with personalized craft kits I will be keeping them behind the Reference Desk
to prevent further mishaps. Some participants also had trouble joining the program because of
technical issues with Zoom. They are such a flexible and understanding group that no one was too
turned off and are looking forward to the next craft.
Open Mic Night
Open mic continues to grow in popularity and bring in some very talented and interesting performers.
We had another overseas performer this time, a punk singer from London! The comment below says
it best:
“The JPL open mic phenomenon just keeps growing. Now only does it garner local talent from across several States, but
it also attracts some talented folks from other continents on occasion; places like the UK, Ireland, and even down under in
Australia. Always diverse and always fun, I’m glad to be a part of it!” ~Sal R.

Virtual “Fit to Be Lit” Book Club Meeting
Melina Halpin, Adult Librarian
Today’s discussion centered around the novel Bel Canto by Ann Patchett. We had four participants,
including a new member! I know that the holidays can be a challenging time for many under the best
of circumstances, so although I was disappointed that some of our regulars couldn’t make it, I was so
pleased to welcome someone new. Everyone really enjoyed this one, which is easy to believe since
it’s a great story (based on actual events) that contains serious drama, action, romance and a lot of
overall emotion throughout. The sociologist in me was also drawn to the big questions that the novel
implicitly asks of its readers, such as “under what circumstances can we put down our differences
(cultural, ideological) and spontaneously come together through the bond of our common humanity?” I

also watched the film version after finishing the novel, and felt that the dramatic conclusion of the story
was perfectly suited to a cinematic ending.

English Conversation, Computer Assistance in Spanish and English, and
Bilingual Outreach
Michelle Ferreira, Bilingual Library Associate
Virtual ESL Conversation
Virtual ESL Conversation Class - 20
Using News for You Newspaper from New Readers Press, I am able to pull stories to converse to.
We listen to a story either read by a student or put on an automatic loudspeaker. Automatic
loudspeaker is featured by New Readers Press. Then, we do an activity composed of learning
vocabulary, multiple choice and put the sentence together. In addition to building sentences with
words the student comes up with.
Citizenship Mock Phone Interview - 8
Practice for the citizenship interview over the phone. People learn the reading and writing vocabulary
needed to pass the citizenship interview shared through. A guide is shared with each person to help
study for the interview test. Civic questions are practiced over Zoom as a one on one sessions
Help Computer Support on the phone- 10
o Spanish - 8 people
o English- 2 people
Email support in Spanish- 8 people
BookFix Personalized Books for Spanish Speakers- 0

Young Adult Highlights
Keri Adams, YA Librarian, Head of Periodicals
Young Adult Attendance: 10

With the weather getting cold outside, we hosted all of our events online. We held a music trivia
using Kahoot!, which involved a lot of naming that tune. We also did a cooking class, in which I
taught teens who were much better at cooking than I am how to make apple turnovers for
Thanksgiving. Our best event was a Bitmoji Classroom Escape Room where the teens had to work
together to solve the clues and escape. Although our attendance isn’t as large as we’d like (we had to
cancel an online game event where only one student signed up), the teens who’ve attended have
enjoyed the events.

Children’s Program Highlights
Mari Zigas, Children’s Librarian
While the library went back a phase this month to quick pick-ups only, the Children’s Department still
kept busy with programming, collection clean-up, activity kits and more.
Gavin, Gladys and I continued prepping, creating and editing our weekly videos on social media with
Crafternoon, Bilingual Story Time and regular Story Time. 13 videos were posted, along with the
chapter a night readings of Mary Pope Osborne’s Dinosaurs Before Dark (I did them in English and
Gladys read them in Spanish). Valerie Pascale, our social work intern, did a reading of When My
Worries Get Too Big! by Kari Dunn Buron, as a Feelings & Emotions Story Time. This is something I
would love to turn into a series.

All of our lawn programs moved back online this month, with decent attendance. Rich Casella from
the Guitar Den did a free introduction to guitar class on Zoom and that was very well-attended. Baby
Lap Time on Zoom is a small but dedicated group, as are the kids who come to Zoom Games every
week. I knew Music & Movement would take a small hit during the transition to Zoom, only because
so many parents told me they brought their children to the lawn specifically to get that in-person
experience. That being said, I am grateful for any and all parents who take the time to bring their kids
to our Zoom programs.

The activity kits, while not going as fast as they did while we were open for browsing, are still being
picked up by patrons. Gavin, Gladys and I each make 10-15 kits a week. Gladys continues to
translate all activity kit inserts, our monthly printable calendars, flyers and other children’s marketing
materials. She also translates all of the books that she uses in Bilingual Story Time, as well as the
books and signs we use in our StoryWalks.

Gladys and I are both part of the BCCLS Youth Services Committee, and this month I presented
about Outdoor Programming at the annual Boot Camp via Webex on November 13th. As one of the
few libraries in the county who successfully and safely ran in-person outdoor events, I got a lot of
positive feedback from other children’s librarians after the boot camp was over. I think many of them
are excited to try it once the weather gets warmer.
I ran two more book talks with the 5th graders at HMS this month, with the help of their media
specialist, Maureen Carroll. 13 students attended in total, and had really great energy and
enthusiasm. I’m looking forward to not only continuing these book talks every month but creating a
new digital outreach program with the 5th and 6th graders starting in the New Year.

Social Media, Marketing and Digital Assets
Digital Assets and Technology Librarian, Genesis Jais

Children’s Programming and Video Editing
In November I have continued to edit and post Story Time with Ms. Mari and Bilingual Story Time. Digital
Crafternoon started back up in November, as well as a Read a Chapter a Night series so I added those to my
editing and posting roster. Some of the editing includes adding animated introductions to all the videos,
captions for supplies in crafts or books read during story times, animated titles, and intro music.

Book Captions

Drop in & highlight letter of the day

Pop in program title

Feelings & Emotions Story Time
A new program I edited in November was Valerie’s
Feelings & Emotions Story Time. She did a reading of
When My Worries Get Too Big! by Kari Dunn Buron. As
she read the book I added some of the book illustrations
and added graphics to facilitate the breathing exercises
Valerie walked the view through.

Marketing Materials
Towards the end of October, Tara asked for an updated version of the
infographic of the library opening stages. As I worked on updating the
infographic, I realized that the way we originally named the stages
would not be as useful. I suggested to Tara that we should opt for
renaming the stages as phases and present a newly created
infographic with that idea in mind. The infographic outlines specific
offerings for each phase (as had been previously adopted in the initial
reopening plan created at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic).
The idea was: should we have to change operations, we could move
between phases and the staff and public would concretely know what
was available at any given phase - we would just announce which
phase we were operating in. It turned out that we needed to put this
into use much earlier than I expected, but we had it and we were
ready. This made the adjustment and announcement to the change in
operations much easier, and will make any future changes easy as
well.

This also made me realize that the services brochure I had created in
early September needed to be redone. I came up with the idea of
making 3 services brochures that correspond with the 3 phases of
services. This would keep all the marketing materials we share
accurate and consistent. Laurie has revised the services brochure and
created the first drafts of each in english and spanish. We still need to
finalize the review and proofing process, but they should be ready to
disseminate after that.

Open Enrollment Marketing
Open Enrollment is still going on and NJ residents can use the New Jersey marketplace to sign up for health
insurance through January 31, 2021. I crafted an email blast from materials shared with me by Cathy from the
grant she received to promote insurance enrollment. Laurie and Cathy helped reshape the message of the
materials from an exclusively federal perspective to one more relevant to people in NJ. We want to continue to
encourage people to sign up for health insurance.

Thanksgiving Video
One of the things I was most excited and proud about in November was the Thanksgiving video I created. I
asked Tara, Mari, Michelle, Cathy, and Keri for more personalized Thanksgiving greetings because they are
the faces many sections of our community are aware of, and then added staff who wanted to wish the
community a happy thanksgiving. I always really enjoy the kinds of projects where I can highlight the staff in a
capacity other than programming. So many patrons feel like they know us personally from daily interaction at
the library. Now that they can’t really do that, I feel that this is a nice way to let them see us all again.

Social Media November 2020 Statistics
Twitter:
Impressions: 1,315
Profile visits: 41
Mentions: 1
Followers: 854
Facebook:
Post Reach: 4,032
Post engagement: 886
Video Views: 2,495
Page views: 332
Page likes: 1,897
Page followers: 2,057

Instagram:
Impressions: 4,623
Reach: 1,993
Followers: 575

Outreach and Public Relations
Outreach and Public Relations Librarian, Laurie Meeske
PR, Marketing, & Sponsorship

PR




The library’s events were promoted on Tapinto, and JPL received a mention for our Halloween events:
o https://www.tapinto.net/towns/hackensack/sections/arts-and-entertainment/articles/despite-thepandemic-halloween-2020-was-a-hit-in-hackensack
o https://www.tapinto.net/towns/hackensack/articles/december-2020-services-events-hackensacks-johnson-public-library
The HABC also sent out information on our events and services via their mailing lists.

Marketing
 Gen and I continue to create, edit, proofread and release promotional materials, including newsletters,
graphics, etc. This includes coordinating the Spanish language translations of these materials by
Michelle and Maria.
 I continue to make progress on posting the new branded shelf end and call number signage throughout
the main level of the building.
 To support the library’s shift to phase 2 operations, I updated various signage.
 I created multiple versions of the library’s service brochure to coordinate with the library’s three phases
according to our operations plan. The infographic regarding these phases was also updated. All of
these materials were translated into Spanish.
 A special email newsletter and other marketing also went out to support Open Enrollment, to coordinate
with the grant that Cathy obtained.

Outreach

HABC


I reached out to Julia Orlando of the Housing Authority of Bergen County, to try to get additional
suggestions on how the library’s social work intern may be able to assist the members of the
community.

Northeast New Jersey Legal Services
 Northeast NJ Legal Services will be partnering with the library to provide a free legal "Know Your
Rights" webinar in English for seniors on NJ Powers of Attorney and Living Wills. They may also work
with us to offer additional webinars, including one on debt collection defense for seniors. Many thanks
to Cathy for her help in coordinating this event for adults!

Fairleigh Dickinson University
 I coordinated a meeting to discuss the possibility of collaborating with FDU on a virtual event series.
Cathy and I will be meeting with Anita Rivers and Professor Yelena Aronson about a potential virtual art
webinar.

Miscellaneous

Government Documents
 I continue work on deaccessioning our remaining physical materials in the FDLP collection. As of the
end of November, 2,796 records have been discarded from the collection. 9 additional titles have been
requested by the Regional Depository Library in Newark to be used in their collection. 2,648 entries
have been approved for removal and are awaiting final processing, and 18 are still waiting to be
reviewed.

BCCLS Tech Committee Meeting - 11/18
 The Committee discussed new upcoming features of the meeScan app. We will be reviewing a demo
of the new curbside and touchless checkout options.
 The Committee is also working to create a mechanism for libraries to test new technologies across
BCCLS, including standards and criteria for library participation in pilot projects and beta tests.

JPL Shirt Order
 I coordinated a new set of orders for staff of the branded JPL polo shirts from EmbroidMe.

LibCal


I worked with Springshare to troubleshoot and correct an issue that Mari was experiencing with her
email notifications for events.

Work from Home/Return to Work Summaries by Department
Technical Services
 Ordered & processed all materials for library
 Ordered supplies for the library
 Filled time sheets & time off requests
 Helped Ann with Bills
Children’s Department
 Prepared and recorded 13 videos for social media, along with 10 English and 10 Spanish
chapters of a book.
 Ran 11 programs on Zoom.
 Planned and put together 110 activity kits.
 Continued weeding the E-nonfiction section.
 Storage and series books projects: both collections are being updated and cleaned up in
LEAP.
 Daily email and phone support.
 Outreach with HMS: two book talks.
Young Adult/Periodicals Department
 Provided faxing/LEAP/Microfilm service until we went back to Phase 2
 Met to discuss new Periodicals signage and archive reorganization
 Held weekly Teen Tuesday events
 Prepared December craft bags and filmed videos
 Put through some large non-fiction orders

Reference Department
 Provided 164 patrons with free printouts. 40 remote through email, 119 in house to internet
users, and 5 to walk-in patrons Total of 1,079 pages.
 Presented Zoom and video programs (Cathy, Melina, Michelle, Kate).
 Read book reviews and worked on collection development
 250 patrons accessed the internet through Nov. 16
 Answered 695 reference questions; most of these were in person or over the phone
 Continued weeding the Reference collection; started weeding the vertical file
Circulation Department
 Digital Library Cards (25)
 Email support- question and answer (134)
 Renewed Library Cards over phone (42)
 Renewed Library Cards in house (27)
 New Library Cards in house (16)
 Copy machine (58)
 meeScann! (36)
 Phone calls switchboard (275)
 Assisting patrons at copy machine
 Time sheets and time off request forms
 Nancy Lipinski search catalog for new books
 Assisting patrons with holds pick ups
 BCCLS delivery 5 days of the week packing and unpacking
General Updates
On November 16th, after the Governor released a new EO further limiting indoor gatherings, I made the
decision to dial our services back to Phase 2 – indoor holds pickups and print pickups only. We remained
closed on November 17th to set the building up for this, and re-opened on November 18th with limited services.
Although it was not an easy decision to reduce what we are making available to the public, this decision
reflects us being proactive and a part of the solution versus the problem. Since our announcement, many other
BCCLS libraries have completely closed, or gone back to holds pickups only. Recently, City Hall also closed
completely to the public.
We will be co-hosting our first shared program along with Englewood, Teaneck, Fort Lee and Bergenfield
Public Libraries. From the Press Release, written by our own Laurie Meeske:
“Bergenfield Public Library, Englewood Public Library, Fort Lee Public Library, Hackensack’s Johnson Public
Library, and Teaneck Public Library have partnered to host authors and scholars A. Kirsten Mullen and William
Darity, Jr. for a virtual discussion of their book From Here to Equality: Reparations for Black Americans in the
Twenty-First Century on Thursday, January 14 at 7 p.m.
From Here to Equality examines the economic divide between black and white Americans and makes a
comprehensive case for how a reparations program for U.S. descendants of slavery could close that
gap. Mullen and Darity assert that today’s black-white wealth gap originated with the unfulfilled promise of 40
acres in 1865, and that the payment of this debt in the 21st century is feasible—and at least 155 years
overdue.”

The two speakers require a fee that none of these libraries could have afforded on their own. We will be
working with the same group of libraries to offer more shared programs in the future. The additional benefit of
increased marketing is also a positive side effect of the arrangement.

Staff Update
Ryan Schrock was hired as a new part-time maintenance worker and started with us a few weeks ago. He is a
Marine and currently works as an explosives detection dog handler in New York City. He lives in Hackensack
and is eager to serve the community. Ryan, under Tony’s direction, has already done a great job and is fitting
in well with the staff.
Building and Grounds
Lots of projects kept Tony and Ryan busy this month, including patching a few large pot holes in the parking
lot, additional landscaping with wood chips that Tony was able to acquire from the City at no cost, and
beginning to set up our holiday decorations. Meli plumbing was out the first week of December to make minor
but necessary repairs to toilets in two different restrooms. I have ordered upgraded air filters from Statewide
HVAC, this is a step that many libraries are taking to improve air quality during the winter months, especially
with the current health situation. Generally speaking, the building and grounds are in good condition with no
major issues to report.

Respectfully Yours,
Tara Cooper

